
Firstly I need to say that although the closing date was in January I have only now (5 
minutes ago) become aware of this initiative and so question how those likely to be 
impacted by this proposal could possibly have known about it in timely fashion. I 
hope you will still read about my views. I and two members of my family are sensitive 
to wireless communication at low levels. I am the most sensitive and never use a 
mobile phone, a cordless phone or home wifi. Everything is hard-wired. I even find it 
necessary to avoid shopping (shop online and by phone and have deliveries) because 
of the widespread use of wifi in shops. I also have chosen medical professionals on the 
basis of the exposure I have in their offices being on the low side. I am currently 
thinking twice about whether I can go for hernia repair as hospitals are also full of 
wifi. I chose where I live on the basis of distance from mobile phone towers. In my 
case I have a medical condition that often travels "hand in hand" with sensitivity to 
wireless communication. it affects my balance - I feel as if I am "walking drunk" in 
wifi areas above very low levels; also feel the eyes being affected (I think by pressure 
changes), feel "whoozy" affecting concentration and have other worse symptoms that 
I won't elaborate on here. I have proven the sensitivity by detecting it from bodily 
sensations long before I ever thought it could be from sensitivity to wifi microwaves; 
later it was confirmed by high readings on acoustimeter and I was able to establish my 
"threshold" for reactions. Other family members watched me identify high emr areas 
long before the meter confirmed this. Other family members suffer headaches, and a 
range of other symptoms but need higher exposure for "triggering" than I do. My 
lifestyle has had to change completely. Because of my medical condition my access to 
landline phone is VITAL. DO NOT DISCONTINUE SUPPORT FOR LANDLINE 
PHONES. 

 


